Trees and insanity
Introduction
Trees are one of the most wonderful things about the natural world that God created. I do
not feel at home far away from trees and feel peaceful amongst them. I gain huge pleasure
looking at the two Acers1 I grew from seedlings. If you investigate the nature of trees in fine
detail you become aware of an amazing complexity of astounding features. Perhaps the
most important thing about trees is their ability to capture carbon dioxide and, through
photosynthesis, convert it to oxygen. Thus trees are literally the lifeblood of the planet
helping to give us air to breathe.
The Victorians understood the value of trees and planted millions in their suburban
developments calling them ‘the lungs of cities’. Even vast urban sprawls have many trees,
which help control air pollution. If you stand on a high building in central Birmingham and
look south towards the Lickey Hills, you will not see roads, houses and dual carriageways
but a sea of green. All the main roads, such as the A38, are lined with trees and there are
many parks.
Innovators such as the Cadbury brothers, who developed one of the first bespoke workers’
suburbs, ensured that the Cadbury estate was filled with trees. Every worker’s garden had
its own apple trees. Every few hundred metres there was a small park, with occasional
larger parks, filled with trees. Every road had occasional grass verges with several silver
birch trees, or sometimes an oak. This made a working class estate in Bournville one of the
most pleasant places to live in the whole country.
Therefore, only someone completely insane would want to destroy millions of trees. Surely
no one is that stupid?
Sadly, we are governed by psychotic people committed to a satanic agenda and that is
exactly what is happening today. The British government in particular is involved in
several processes to destroy millions of trees in Britain and in Virginia.
There are two key strategies involved.

Climate change nonsense: biomass energy
Burn trees to control climate change
This can only be described as insanity. Only people who have lost their minds could even
suggest such a thing. I have mentioned this policy before but here I will expand it.
In order to reduce the effects of the fake global warming scare, 2 the British government is
committed to stop burning coal, which is plentiful in Britain, as well as being cheap. The
driving force is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and meet ridiculous Green targets.
Britain has pledged to cut carbon emissions by 57% by 2030.
However, something has to be burned if we are to have electricity, so the government has
teamed up with certain companies and the state government of Virginia to destroy vast
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global temperatures have been diminishing since 1990.
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areas of southern hardwood forests. Thus destroying whole forests that took centuries to
grow is being cited as a ‘Green’ initiative. This is to produce what is called ‘ biomass energy’.
The defence for this is that trees are technically renewable, but this ignores the time it
takes to grow a mature tree, which can be 200 years or more.
Imagine the cost and carbon creation of this. Business flights between the relevant
companies back and forth over the Atlantic. Hacking down millions of trees; using oilbased power tools and petrol vehicles. Processing them into pellets and then transporting
them across the Atlantic to be burned in Britain. Insane. The cost is nearly $1bn every year.
The Green charges on every person’s power bill are paying for this.
Then there is the matter of the heat and ash pollution in the burning of these hardwood
pellets. This is hardly Green.
Companies involved in this are Drax in North Yorkshire and a US company called Enviva,
which processes the logs into pellets in Virginia. Drax produces 17% of Britain’s renewable
electricity, enough to power 4 million homes.
Drax claims that burning wood pellets will reduce carbon emissions by 80% at their plant
in Yorkshire. However, this does not take into account all the processes involved,
transport, energy used in the pellet making process and so on. The Ecologist journal also
claims that using pellets generates about 8% more carbon than coal burning. This was
confirmed by experiments at Nottingham University. So this process is not even Green in
any sense of the word. It is a lie. Furthermore, Drax is not required to report the amount of
carbon emissions at all. In fact, Drax generated over 11.7 million tons of carbon dioxide in
2017 alone; 8% more than if it burned coal (according to calculations by Dispatches).
In an act of foolishness, it appears that the government does not count carbon emissions
from Drax’s chimneys because the fuel source is considered renewable. That carbon is
considered as being ‘reabsorbed’.
EU laws regard wood biomass as carbon neutral, so the actual facts of the process are
ignored. By legal sleight of hand, burning hardwood is deemed to be a good thing. This is a
fix. Meanwhile forests in Virginia are being destroyed. What impact will that have on the
local ecology?
Even professors from the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change have criticised
this stupidity. Professor Bill Moomaw who led a team that won a Nobel Prize on climate
change has written to the British government warning it of the dangers of this insane
policy. Dozens of other scientists have also complained. The key problem is that once the
damage has been done it cannot be reversed for perhaps a thousand years.
So the British government has a policy of killing forests to burn hardwood in a process that
creates far more CO2 than it saves and costs the British taxpayer far more money than
burning coal, while destroying a whole ecology. Our government is psychotic. It is insane.
Sources
 Ecologist, Brendan Montague, 16 April 2018.
 Dispatches, Channel 4, Anthony Barnett.

The roll-out of 5G
Introduction
This technological development is nothing short of terrifying and most people know
nothing about it.
Users of smartphones are by now familiar with the benefits of 4G to enable faster internet
access. However, 5G is not just another small incremental step forward to aid faster
browsing; it is a whole new level of technology and radiation using a much higher
bandwidth frequency.
While it is being sold as technology to enable people to download their Facebook page a
split second faster, there seems to be a much more sinister purpose in this leap forward.
One of the repercussions of the rollout of this technology is the necessary destruction of
millions of trees in Britain. No one is being officially told about this and the destruction
has begun in cities like Sheffield.
What is 5G?
5G is short for ‘fifth generation mobile networks’. In other words it is a national radio
frequency service for cell-phone users to text, call and get online.
The generations are as follows:
 1st generation: introduced in the 1980s, were analogue and carried voice alone.
 2nd generation: introduced in the 90s, were digital and enabled text messages and some
pictures.
 3rd generation: introduced after 2000 and enabled video calling and mobile data.
 4th generation: introduced after 2010, supported mobile internet facilities and higher
download speeds, video streaming and gaming.
 5th generation: some countries (US, South Korea, China, Japan) are claiming to
introduce 5G later this year but in the UK the rollout will begin in 2020 but widespread
coverage will not be until 2022.
Bandwidth frequencies are finite and are allocated by licence from Ofcom. It is currently
auctioning frequencies to firms.
Trials by EE in laboratories have achieved download speeds of 2.8Gbps (I don’t know what
that means either). The claims are that downloads will be 100 times faster than currently.
Current download speeds are around 300Mbit/s at the top end. 2.8Gbps is 2.8 thousand
Mbit/s. In simple terms you will be able to download (not stream) a movie in ten seconds.
With 4G that would take 2.5 minutes. There will also be much less lag time when doing
anything, which would help gamers and self-drive cars. It will also help with many high
demand applications at once.
In short, this development will enable the Internet of Things; all sorts of devices, from
fridges to lights, will connect with each other and become ‘smart’. With the Internet of
Things the global elite will be able to fully control an insipid population. It is already
possible to crash certain cars from a distance by hacking the car’s computer systems; with
5g all devices will be vulnerable to hostile take-over.
5G and the Internet of Things will enable all technological devices to communicate and will
ensure complete surveillance of the whole population by the global elite. Everything from
your electricity smart meter, to your mobile ‘phone, to your television, to your computers

and tablets, to your car and everything else will report all data to the establishment all the
time. The establishment will know absolutely everything about you. It can already spy on
you, in video and sound, through computers, tablets, televisions and smartphones.
Rightly, technical nerds are calling 5G a ‘revolution’. Some are talking about doctors in
foreign countries remotely conducting medical operations in the UK via robots. O2 has
predicted that 5G will save £6bn a year in productivity.
The antennae cell towers required for 5G will not carry information as far as at present and
so many more towers will be required, though they are smaller. One government report
states 350,000 new antennas. Antennae will be on lamp-posts, telegraph poles, road signs,
and many other sites. This is where trees become a problem.
5G and trees
Street trees
The signal for 5G needs to be in a straight line from antennae tower to tower and will not
pass through dense foliage, especially when wet with raindrops. 3 Since the Victorians
planted trees throughout towns and cities, to get a clear 5G signal you have to chop down
all the trees on the streets that are in the way.
In Sheffield the town council has granted a licence to AMEY costing billions to hack down
17,500 city trees and over 5,000 have already been axed. 4 These are healthy trees and the
destruction is ruining the appearance of streets. To avoid the truth, the council is saying
that these need to be cut down because they are unhealthy, but local residents have been
protesting because they are fully healthy. People have literally gone to work in the morning
along a beautiful leafy street and come home in the evening to the whole street being culled
of trees.
It seems that Sheffield is something of a test bed for ripping up the nation’s trees, although
a number of smaller authorities around the country are also hacking down trees.
Railway line trees
The government appears to have instructed the agency responsible for the railway lines
(Network Rail) to remove all trees from embankments and cuttings. This will be millions of
trees, probably 10 million. This can only be part of the 5G rollout, as it makes no other
sense.
The Victorians planted trees, especially in cuttings, in order to a) protect the ecology and
environment, b) to enhance the view of the journey, but mostly c) to support the soil as
tree roots took hold in order to prevent landslides. Only a complete fool would remove
trees from such places but this is now going on apace. Whole cuttings have already been
denuded of trees. People with gardens adjacent to the lines have been ordered to cut down
trees in their gardens and threatened with legal action if they fail.
As I write these lines I caught the end of a radio discussion on the BBC Radio 2 Jeremy
Vine programme (10 May) which discussed this. The concern about damage to wildlife and
especially birds, as well as legal pressure on residents adjacent to lines, prompted Vine to
say that he must return to this important subject. This is soon going to be a big news story
and a scandal.
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A study by the University of Surrey confirms this. A government report has stated this. See The Sun, ‘5G
tree threat, new 5G phone system could face reception problems from trees with too many leaves’, 18 March
2018. See video reports by Ian R Crane. Trees have also been felled in cities across the US.
4 The Times, ‘City secretly planned to chop down half its trees’, 12 March 2018.

People in general do not know this is going on. There will be massive repercussions to
British bird life if this continues. Already whole local populations will have been wiped out
in the nesting season. Trees have been destroyed over the last two years.
Then what about the landslides, which will inevitably occur? What happens when people
die as a direct result?
This policy will result in the destruction of millions of trees in Britain. It is absolutely
insane.
Aside: dangers of 5G
There are no long-term risk assessments available for 5G technology. Governments have
known since 1945 that radiowaves can be very dangerous. There are already claims that
current 4G cell towers are causing cancer and a multitude of other symptoms. Microwaves
are worse. 5G utilises various frequencies that are far more dangerous. Damaging effects
include:
 DNA single and double strand breaks.
 Oxidative damage.
 Disruption of cell metabolism.
 Increased blood brain barrier permeability.
 Melatonin reduction.
 Disruption to brain glucose metabolism.
 Generation of stress proteins.
 In 2011 the World Health organisation classified radio frequency radiation as a possible
carcinogen. The National Toxicology Program concluded that radio frequency radiation
of the type currently used in cell ‘phones does cause cancer.
Most countries plan to use high frequency bands for 5G. This gives us even more reason to
be concerned. Everyone is going to be bombarded with ultra high radio wave frequencies
and short-range intensities. Some of the frequencies used are the same as those used by
certain cells in the body and the radiowaves disturb those cells. This is known science.5
The first effects will be felt on the skin. The body’s four million sweat ducts act like
antennas when exposed to these wavelengths; so that we become more conductive. More
than 90% of the transmitted power is absorbed in the skin. This can cause physical pain
and various diseases including cancer.
Low-level microwave radiation can cause cataracts in the eyes. 60GHz waves can cause
thermal eye injuries and other problems.
In short, other problems include:
 Heart stress, arrhythmia.
 Immune system defects.
 Cell growth disruption.
 Plant life could be damaged making vegetables inedible. A 2010 study showed aspen
seedlings developing necrosis after being subject to radio frequencies.
 Disruption of the ecosystem.
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body has over 4,000 systems and each system produces its own electrical frequency and magnetic field.

You should know that even the scientists working on 5G have no idea what the full
ramifications are because this has not been tested. There have been no safety
investigations published. Leading scientists in 40 countries have warned via a petition that
the waveforms in 5G could be harmful not just to humans but to all life on earth. In
addition, existing weapons systems (codename ‘Active Denial’) using microwave
frequencies similar to 5G are already in use to deal with crowd control using heart, visual
and cognitive disturbances. There is also speculation of space satellites beaming 5G signals
down to earth.
The money currently being expended on 5G development has been estimated by reputable
scientists as $17 trillion. With this money available, governments, scientists and countries
can be easily bought. Scientists like Barrie Trower and the chief scientist at Vienna
University, have proved in published papers that certain species of animals could be
extinct within five generations. The exceptions are bacteria and viruses, which thrive on
these microwaves.
I will stop here, as this is not a paper on 5G. In essence what the high frequencies do is
vibrate the water in the cells and cause damage to the cell wall. The technology is very
dangerous.
Sources
 Dr Cindy Russell, A 5G Wireless Future.
 Lopa J Vora, Review of Upcoming Wireless Technology.
 YouTube, SGT Report, ‘Breaking: 5G is a sterilisation and eugenics program’, 7 May
2018.
 YouTube, Neverlosetruth, ‘Barrie Trower on 5G microwaves: there is no safe place,
nowhere to go’, (originally a radio broadcast on the Ritchie Allen Show) 4 February
2018. [Trower is a former government scientific advisor and former military officer.]
 YouTube, multiple reports by Ian R Crane, see also his website.
Interim conclusion
Apart for the many deleterious effects on the body, and especially on the young, sick and
frail, the rollout of 5G is going to necessitate the destruction of millions of trees to be
successful.
Since the global elite seek the Internet of Things in order to fully control society (and
eventually replace most people with robots) this will go forward, as it is already rolling out
in a few countries quite quickly.
You need to know about this and not wait till all the trees in your neighbourhood have
been felled.

Conclusion
There is something very perverse about a society that expands its technology at the
expense of trees. 1950s sci-fi visions of a super-technology future always looked cold,
clinical, and ugly. Who wants to live in high rise clinical cities with no trees and parks, even
if they had hover-cars and jet-cycles?
The current plans to destroy millions of trees are very dangerous and stupid. After decades
of criticising others for destroying rainforests, our own government is hypocritically doing
exactly the same. It must be held to account.

What we need are more trees, more hedges and more meadows and try to halt the
destruction of bee6 and bird populations – which are directly impacted by microwave
radiation.
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Bee populations are being hit with a triple whammy: EMF radiation; GMO plants and neonicotinoids
[neuro-active insecticides].

